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Abstract:In cloaking, a body is hidden from detection by surrounding it by a coating consisting of an unusual anisotropic 

nonhomogeneous material. Its function is to deflect the rays that would have struck the object, guide them around the object, 

and return them to their original trajectory, thus no waves are scattered from the body. The permittivity and permeability of 

such a cloak are determined by the coordinate transformation of compressing a hidden body into a point or a line.Some 

components of the electrical parameters of the cloaking material�ε, µ� are required to have infinite or zero value at the 

boundary of the hidden object. Approximate cloaking can be achieved by transforming the cylindrical body (dielectric and 

conducting) virtually into a small cylinder rather than a line, which eliminates the zero or infinite values of the electrical 

parameters. The radially-dependent cylindrical cloaking shell can be approximately discretized into many homogeneous 

anisotropic layers; each anisotropic layer can be replaced by a pair of equivalent isotropic sub-layers, where the effective 

medium approximation is used to find the parameters of these two equivalent sub-layers. In this work, the scattering 

properties of cloaked cylindrical bodies (dielectric and conducting) are investigated using a combination of approximate 

cloaking, together with discretizing the cloaking material using pairs of homogeneous isotropic sub-layers. The solution is 

obtained by rigorously solving Maxwell equations using angular harmonics expansion. The scattering pattern, and the back 

scattering cross section against the frequency are studied for both transverse magnetic (TMz) and transverse electric (TEz) 

polarizations of the incident plane wave for different transformed body radii.  

Keywords:Scattering by Cylindrical Bodies (Dielectric and Conducting), Cloaking by Layered Isotropic Materials, 

Approximate Cloaking 

 

1. Introduction 

Recently, the concept of electromagnetic cloaking has 

drawn considerable attention concerning theoretical, 

numerical and experimental aspects [1] - [8].  One approach 

to achieve electromagnetic cloaking is to deflect the rays 

that would have struck the object, guide them around the 

object, and return them to their original trajectory, thus no 

waves are scattered from the body [1]. In the coordinate 

transformation method for cloaking, the body to be hidden is 

transformed virtually into a point (3D or spherical 

configuration) or a line (2D or cylindrical configuration), 

and this transformation leads to radially nonhomogeneous 

profiles of anisotropic ε, µ in the cloaking coating. One 

problem for the line-transformed cloaks is that some 

components of the parameters �ε, µ�  always have 

singularities at the inner boundary. For cylindrical cloak, ε�, µ� are infinite while ε�, µ�, ε�, µ� are zero. This requires 

the use of metamaterials which can produce such values, 

however, they are narrow band since they rely on using array 

of resonant elements (as split ring resonators) [9] - [12].   

To avoid the problem of the infinite or zero material 

parameters at the hidden body boundary, two approaches are 

studied. The first is removing a thin layer from the inner 

boundary; however, cloaking is very sensitive to this 

removal [13]. Another technique to obtain approximate 

cloaking is to transform the hidden body virtually into a 

small object rather than a point or a line as shown in Fig. 1, 

which eliminates the zero or infinite values of the electrical 

parameters [14] – [16]. This, however, leads to some 
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scattering, since the hidden body is virtually transformed 

into a small object rather than a point or a line, and the 

scattering decreases as the transformed sphere radius is 

smaller. 

 
Fig. 1. (a) Virtual domain, (b) Actual Domain 

The radially-dependent cylindrical cloaking shell can be 

approximately discretized into many homogeneous 

anisotropic layers, provided that the thickness of each layer 

is much less than the wavelength, and this discretization 

raises the level of scattering as the number of layers 

decreases. Each anisotropic layer can be replaced by a pair 

of equivalent homogeneous isotropic sub-layers A and B 

with different thicknesses, where the effective medium 

approximation is used to find the parameters of these two 

equivalent sub-layers [17]. The combination of approximate 

cloaking of a conducting cylinder with layered cloaking 

material is considered in [16].  

In this work, the scattering properties of cloaked 

cylindrical bodies (dielectric and conducting) are 

investigated using a combination of approximate cloaking 

together with discretizing the cloaking material using pairs 

of homogeneous isotropic sub-layers. The solution is 

obtained by rigorously solving Maxwell equations using 

angular harmonics expansion. The scattering pattern, and the 

back scattering cross section against the frequency are 

studied for both TMz and TEz polarizations of the incident 

plane wave for different transformed body radii. 

2. Coordinate Transformation Method 

for Cloaking - Material Parameters 

of the Approximate Cylindrical Cloak 

Perfect cylindrical cloak can be constructed by 

compressing the electromagnetic fields in a cylindrical 

region ρ
 � R  into a cylindrical shell R� � ρ � R  as 

shown in Fig. 1. The coordinate transformation relates the 

radius ρ
 in the virtual domain to the corresponding radius ρ in the cloaking material. The coordinate transformation is ρ
 � f�ρ� , with f�R�� � 0   for perfect cloaking or f�R�� � c for approximate cloaking and f�R� � R [15], 

while φ and z are kept unchanged, where c is the reduced 

radius in the virtual domain. In the principal directions 

(ρ, φ, z in cylindrical coordinates) this transformation leads 

to a diagonal Jacobian matrix T [18], [19]. 

T �  �Q� 0 00 Q� 00 0 Q�
�        (1) 

whose elements are the stretching ratios (Q�, Q�, Q�) of the 

line elements in the principal directions (
���
�� , �����

��� , ���
�� in 

cylindrical coordinates) in the virtual domain relative to the 

actual domain. 

The radial and transverse permittivity and permeability of 

the cylindrical cloak, depending on ρ, are given as [1], [20]: 

���� �  µ�µ� �  ! " � � #����#����, �!�� �  µ!µ� �   � " ! � �#����#��� , 

�"�� � µ"µ� �   ! � " �  #���#�����              (2) 

A linear transformation is usually used, given for 

approximate cloaking by (for ideal cloaking c =0) [15], [21]:  

f�ρ� �  ρ
 �  ��$%&$'� (ρ�R ) c� * R�c ) R��+ (3) 

Thus, the permittivity and permeability of the 

approximate cylindrical cloak are given from the above 

equations by: 

���� �  µ�µ� �  ��$%&,� - $%�,&$'���$%&,�    (4) 

�!�� �  µ!µ� �  ��$%&,� ��$%&,� - $%�,&$'�          (5) 

�"�� � µ"µ� �      ��$%&,�% - $%�,&$'��$%&,���$%&$'�%       (6) 

At ρ =R�:  

���� �  $'�$%&,�- $%�,&$'�$'�$%&,� � ,�$%&$'�$'�$%&,�          (7) 

�!�� � $'�$%&,� $'�$%&,� - $%�,&$'� �  $'�$%&,�,�$%&$'�    (8) 

�"�� �   $'�$%&,�%- $%�,&$'��$%&,�$'�$%&$'�% �  ,�$%&,�$'�$%&$'�  (9) 

For approximate cloaking ε�, µ�  are proportional to 
�, 

at ρ � R�, while ε�, µ�, ε�, µ� are proportional to c. Thus, 

for ideal cloaking (c=0), at the inner boundary, ε�, µ� are 

infinitely large, and the other components are zero. 

At ρ = R: 

���� �  $%&$'$%&,                        (10) 

�!�� �  $%&, $%&$'                    (11) 

�"�� �   �$%&,�%- �,&$'��$%&,��$%&$'�% �  $%&,$%&$'   (12) 

The fields E/ �  0E�/ , E�/ , E�/ 1  and H/ �  0H�/ , H�/ , H�/ 1  in 

the virtual domain are related to the fields in the cloak 

medium E3 , H3  by the relation E3 � T4E/ . For cylindrical 

cloaks [20]:  
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E3� �  f 
�r� E�/ �f�ρ�, φ, z�,H3� �  f 
�ρ� H�/ �f�ρ�, φ, z� (13) 

E3� �  #����  E�/ �f�ρ�, φ, z�,H3� �  #����  H�/ �f�ρ�, φ, z�  (14) 

E3� �    E�/ �f�ρ�, φ, z�, H3� �  H�/ �f�ρ�, φ, z�        (15) 

3. Formulation of the Problem of 

Scattering by Cylindrical Layered 

Structure of Homogeneous Isotropic 

Materials 

The radially-dependent cylindrical cloaking shell can be 

approximately discretized into many homogeneous 

anisotropic layers, provided that the thickness of each layer 

is much less than the wavelength, and this discretization 

raises the level of scattering as the number of layers 

decreases. Each anisotropic layer can be replaced by a pair 

of equivalent homogeneous isotropic sub-layers A and B 

with different thicknesses, where the effective medium 

approximation is used to find the parameters of these two 

equivalent sub-layers [17], as shown in Fig. 2. 

To study scattering in cylindrical coordinates for normally 

incident field on the cylinder, Maxwell equations can be 

decomposed into TEz (E�, E�, H�) and TMz (H�, H�, E�) 

fields w.r.t the axial z6 direction. Thus, for TEz fields only µ�, ε� and ε�are required when analyzing scattering. TMz 

fields require ε�, µ�and µ�. 

3.1. The Parameters of the Isotropic Layers 

When the layer thicknesses (d8, d9) are much less than 

the wavelength λ, the relationships between the anisotropic 

permittivities ε�, ε� and the two- layer isotropic 

permittivities ε8, ε9 for TEz polarization are given by [17]: 

ε� �  ��-:��;�<�<-:�;      (16) 

ε� �  �;- :�<�-:      (17) 

In which, η � d9/d8,d8 and d9 are the thicknesses of 

layers A and B, respectively. These formulas correspond to 

series and parallel combinations of capacitors. 

 
Fig.2. Equivalence of an anisotropic cylindrical shell and two isotropic 

sub-shells 

By solving the above equations for ε8and ε9, one can 

obtain the equivalent medium parameters for the isotropic 

sub-layers when the thicknesses are identical (η � 1) : 

ε9 �  ε� *  @ε� ) ε�ε�     (18) 

ε8 �  ε� ) @ε� ) ε�ε�     (19) 

which are used together with the axial permeability µ� . 

Similar expressions hold for µ for TMz polarization. The 

values of ε�, ε�and µ� are taken at the average radius of 

the layer. 

3.2. Scattering by a Cloaked Cylinder 

The configuration for electromagnetic scattering by the 

cylindrical body (dielectric and conducting) coated by 2M 

layers is shown in Fig. 3. The external radius, permittivity, 

and permeability of the core and the layers are denoted by a/, ε/ and µ/(i= 1, 2, . . . , 2M+1), respectively. Fig. 3 shows 

an E� polarized plane wave for TMz case with amplitude EB, E/C, �  ED  e&FG�H z6, incident upon the coated cylinder along 

the x6  direction, where kB �  ω@εBµB , j = √)1 . The 

incident field can be expanded in angular harmonics for TEz 

and TMz cases as [22]: 

E�/C, �   ED  ∑ �j�&CJC� kBρ�eFC�PC Q&P   (20) 

H�/C, �   HD  ∑ �j�&CJC� kBρ�eFC�PC Q&P   (21) 

 
Fig.3. Plane wave scattering by a multilayer dielectric cylinder 

WhereJC is the n
th

 order Bessel function of the first kind, n 

is integer. The time dependence of eFR4 is suppressed. 

The scattered E�S  field for TMz polarization can be 

expanded as [22]: 

E�S �   ED  ∑ �j�&CACHC� kBρ�eFC�PC Q&P    (22) 

Also, the scattered field H�S for TEz polarization can be 

expanded as: 

H�S �   HD  ∑ �j�&CBCHC� kBρ�eFC�PC Q&P    (23) 

WhereHC is the n
th

 order Hankel function of the second kind, ACand BC are coefficients to be determined. 

For TMz polarization, the field in the i
th

 layer can be 

expressed as: 
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E�/ �  ED ∑ �j�&C(CC/ HC��k/ρ� * DC/ HC�k/ρ�+PCQ&P  eFC�(24) 

where k/ �  ω√ε/µ/ .  

From Maxwell equation [22]: 

H�/ �  �FµR XY"ZX�       (25) 

Hence for TMz polarization [22]:  

H�/ �  Y[F:Z ∑ �j�&C \ CC/ (HC��k/ρ�+
*DC/ (HC�k/ρ�+
]PCQ&P  eFC�  (26) 

where η/ �  ^µZ�Z , and the prime over the square bracket 

indicates differentiation w.r.t. the argument. 

For TEz polarization, the field in the i
th

 layer can be 

expressed as: 

H�/ �  HD ∑ �j�&C \C_C/ HC��k/ρ� *D̀C/ HC�k/ρ� ]PCQ&P  eFC� (27) 

From Maxwell equation: 

E�/ �  &�FR� Xa"ZX�       (28) 

Hence,  

E�/ �  jHDη/ ∑ �j�&C \C_C/ (HC��k/ρ�+
 *D̀C/ (HC�k/ρ�+
 ]PCQ&P  eFC�  (29) 

For TMz polarization, the boundary conditions are that the 

tangential components E� and H�, respectively, are 

continuous across the cylindrical interfaces ρ �  a/ (i= 1, 

2, . . . , 2M) and can be expressed as : 

CC/-�HC�� k/-�a/�  + DC/-�HC� k/-�a/�   = CC/ HC�� k/a/�  + DC/ HC� k/a/�         (30) 

^bZc'µZc' (CC/-�(HC�� k/-�a/�+
 *  DC/-�(HC� k/-�a/�+
+ = 

^bZµZ (CC/ (HC�� k/a/�+
 * DC/ (HC� k/a/�+
+   (31) 

For TEz polarization, the boundary conditions are that the 

tangential components H� and E� , respectively, are 

continuous across the cylindrical interfaces ρ �  a/ �i �1, 2, … , 2M� and can be expressed as : 

0C_C/-�HC�� k/-�a/� *  D̀C/-�HC� k/-�a/�1 = 0C_C/ HC�� k/a/� * D̀C/ HC� k/a/�+       (32) 

^µZc'bZc' 0C_C/-�(HC�� k/-�a/�+
  *  D̀C/-�(HC� k/-�a/�+
1 =  

^µZbZ 0C_C/ (HC��k/a/�+
  *  D̀C/ (HC� k/a/�+
1 (33) 

The finiteness of the field in the dielectric core leads to the 

following ratios in the dielectric core [22]: 

hi'ji' �  1, h̀i'j̀i' �  1        (34) 

When cloaking a conducting sphere, the dielectric 

constant in the core is taken to be very large. 

The ratios DC/-�/CC/-�  and D̀C/-�/C_C/-�  in the successive 

larger layers can be obtained iteratively from the following 

equations [22]: 

The ratios DC/-�/CC/-�  and D̀C/-�/C_C/-�  in the successive 

larger layers can be obtained iteratively from the following 

equations [22]: 

hiZc'
jiZc' �  ) ai' �GZc'kZ�& $lZ ai'��GZc'kZ�ai% �GZc'kZ�& $lZ ai%��GZc'kZ�, i = 1,2,… 2M (35) 

h̀iZc'
j̀iZc' �  ) ai' �GZc'kZ�& $mZ ai'��GZc'kZ�ai% �GZc'kZ�& $mZ ai%��GZc'kZ�, i = 1, ….. 2M (36) 

where: 

RY/ �  ^µZbZc'bZµZc'
ai' �GZkZ�-niZoiZ ai% �GZkZ�

ai'��GZkZ�- niZoiZ ai%��GZkZ�,  i = 1, 2, … 2M (37) 

Ra/ �  ^µZc'bZbZc'µZ
ai' �GZkZ�- ǹiZòiZ  ai% �GZkZ�

ai'��GZkZ�- ǹiZòiZ  ai%��GZkZ� , i = 1, 2, … 2M (38) 

Finally, the boundary conditions between the outer layer 

and air lead to the following equations: 

JC�kBR� * ACHC� kBR�  = CCp-�HC�� kp-�R�  + DCp-�HC� kp-�R�       (39) 

^b�µ� ((JC�kBR�+
 * AC(HC� kBR�+
+ = 

^b%qc'µ%qc' \CCp-�(HC��kp-�R�+
 *DCp-�(HC� kp-�R�+
 ]   (40) 

JC�kBR� * BCHC� kBR�  = C_Cp-�HC�� kp-�R�  + D̀Cp-�HC� kp-�R�     (41) 

^µ�b� ((JC�kBR�+
 * BC(HC� kBR�+
+ =    

^µ%qc'b%qc' \C_Cp-�(HC��kp-�R�+
 *D̀Cp-�(HC� kp-�R�+
 ]  (42) 

From these equations, we can get the scattering 

coefficients AC (TMz case) and BC (TEz case): 

 AC �  ) Fi�G�$%�& $l%qc'Fi� �G�$%�ai% �G�$%�& $l%qc'ai%��G�$%�     (43) 

BC �  ) Fi�G�$%�& $m%qc'Fi� �G�$%�ai% �G�$%�& $m%qc'ai%��G�$%�  (44) 

The mode series is truncated at the mode number nskH �  kBR + 5, [23]. 

3.3. The Scattering Width 

For the 2-D scattering problem, the bistatic scattering 

width σ�φ� , which is referred to as the scattering cross 

section per unit length, is defined as [24]: 
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σ�φ� � lim�wP 2πρ |Yz���|%
{YZ{% �  lim�wP 2πρ |az���|%

{aZ{%  (45) 

The scattering width σ�φ�defines the scattering in an 

arbitrary direction φ (for forward scattering φ �  0B , for 

back scattering φ �  π). 

For TMz case [24]: 

σ�φ� �  |G� |∑ �)1�C}CACcos �nφ�PCQB |  (46) 

For TEz case [24]: 

σ�φ� �  |G� |∑ �)1�C}CBCcos �nφ�PCQB |  (47) 

where the Neuman number 

}C �  � 1  for n � 0           2  for n � 1,2,3, …� 
4. Results 

To check the above analysis, the far field scattering 

pattern for a conducting cylinder shelled with 2M layers of 

alternating dielectric layers A and B with identical thickness 

(η � 1) are calculated for M = 5 and 20,  and  compared 

with the results in [17], leading to identical results. 

4.1. Conducting Cylinder 

4.1.1. Normalized Bistatic Scattering Width 

To show the effect of the cloaking radius c on the 

normalized bistatic scattering width, consider the inner 

cloaking core with radius R� �  λ, the outermost radius R �  2R� , where λ  is the wavelength, the cloak is 

discretized into 2M=40 layers.  

 

Fig.4. Normalized bistatic scattering width for cloaked conducting cylinder 

with multilayered isotropic cloak for different reduced radii, TEz case 

 

Fig. 5. Normalized bistatic scattering width for cloaked conducting 

cylinder with multilayered isotropic cloak for different reduced radii, TMz 

case 

Figures 4, 5 show the normalized bistatic scattering width 

(σ/R�) versus the angle φ for cloaked conducting cylinder 

coated with multilayered isotropic homogenous layers for 

the ideal (c=0) and three different cloaking radii c for TEz 

and TMzcases, respectively. It can be seen from Figs. 4, 5 

that, use of approximate cloaking (c � R�/10, R�/20and R�/40) leads to reduction of the scattering compared with 

the uncoated conducting cylinder. The scattering from the 

layered cloak shows high endfire scattering ( φ � 0B ), 

similar to the behavior of scattering from the uncloaked 

cylinder. 

4.1.2. Normalized Back Scattering Width 

Figures 6, 7 show the normalized back scattering width 

(σ/πR�) versus the normalized frequency kBR� for cloaked 

conducting cylinder coated with multi isotropic 

homogenous layers (R � 2R�, 2M = 40), for the ideal (c=0) 

and three different cloaking radii c for TEz and TMz cases, 

respectively. It can be seen from Figs. 6, 7, that when the 

reduced radius c decreases, the back scattering width 

decreases on the average. By setting c � R�/40  the 

scattering approaches that of the ideal profile c =0.  The 

back scattering width at low frequencies for TEz case, Fig. 6, 

increases generally as the frequency increases, similar to the 

behavior of the scattering by the conducting cylinder, which 

results from the reflected and creeping waves. On the other 

hand, the back scattering width at low frequencies for TMz 

case, Fig. 7, decreases generally as the frequency increases, 

similar to the behavior of the scattering by the conducting 

cylinder, which is high at low frequencies, since the incident 

electric field is parallel to the cylinder. The reduction of 

scattering by cloaking at low frequencies compared with the 

uncloaked conducting cylinder is more significant for TEz 

polarization than for TMz polarization. 
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Fig. 6. Normalizedback scattering width of multilayered isotropic structure 

for different radii, TEz case 

 

Fig. 7. Normalized back scattering width of multilayered isotropic structure 

for different radii, TMz case  

4.2. Dielectric Cylinder 

4.2.1. Normalized Bistatic Scattering Width 

Figures 8, 9 show the normalized bistatic scattering width 

( σ/R� ) versus φ  for cloaked dielectric cylinders with  

ε�/εB � 4  and 8, coated with multilayered isotropic 

homogenous layers for the ideal (c=0) and three different 

cloaking radii c for TEz case. At some angles the scattering 

with layered cloak is higher than that the dielectric cylinder, 

where the latter scattering has dips.The scattering from the 

layered cloak for ε�/εB � 4  and 8, shows high endfire 

scattering.  

Figures 10, 11 show the normalized bistatic scattering 

width (σ/R�) versus φ for cloaked dielectric cylinder with  

ε�/εB � 4  and 8,coated with multilayered isotropic 

homogenous layers for the ideal (c=0) and three different 

cloaking radii c for TMz case. The scattering pattern with 

cloaking for ε�/εB � 4  and 8 for TMz case is nearly 

identical to that for the conducting cylinder, Fig. 5, which 

means that the scattering is mainly produced by the cloak 

layers, not by the cloaked body. 

 

Fig. 8. Normalized bistatic scattering width for cloaked dielectric cylinder 

with ��/�B � 4 for different radii, TEz case 

 

Fig. 9. Normalized bistatic scattering width for cloaked dielectric cylinder 

with ��/�B � 8 for different radii, TEz case 

 

Fig. 10. Normalized bistatic scattering width for cloaked dielectric cylinder 

with ��/�B � 4 for different radii, TMzcase 
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Fig. 11. Normalized bistatic scattering width for cloaked dielectric cylinder 

with ��/�B � 8 for different radii, TMz case 

4.2.2.Normalized Back Scattering Width 

 

Fig. 12. Normalized back scattering width for cloaked dielectric cylinder 

with ��/�B � 4 for different radii, TEz case 

 

Fig. 13. Normalized back scattering width for cloaked dielectric cylinder 

with ��/�B � 8 for different radii, TEz case 

Figures 12, 13 show the normalized back scattering width 

(σ/πR�) versus kBR� of cloaked dielectric cylinder coated 

with multi isotropic homogeneous layers for the ideal (c=0) 

and three different cloaking radii c for TEz case, for 

ε�/εB � 4  and 8, respectively. At low frequencies, the 

scattering with layered cloak is higher than that from the 

dielectric cylinder.  At the higher frequencies the 

normalized back scattering width decreases as the 

transformed radius c decreases. The behavior of the back 

scattering versus frequency shows resonance behavior, with 

the number of resonances increasing as ε� increases. 

 

Fig. 14. Normalized back scattering width for cloaked dielectric cylinder 

with �� � 4 for different radii, TMz case 

 

Fig. 15. Normalized back scattering width for cloaked dielectric cylinder 

with ��/�B � 8 for different radii, TMz case 

Figures 14, 15 show the normalized back scattering width 

versus kBR�  for cloaked dielectric cylinder coated with 

multilayered isotropic homogenous layers for the ideal (c=0) 

and three different cloaking radii c for TMz case, for 

ε�/εB � 4 and 8, respectively.  

4.3. Permittivity and Permeability Profiles in the Cloak 

Layers 

Figure 16 shows values of the material parameters in the 

cloaking layers for perfect cloaking c=0 and two different 

radii for approximate cloaks, Eqns. 4-6, 18, 19. We consider R �  2R� and the cloak is discretized into 2M = 40 layers. 

For the ideal case, the value of the relative permittivity εφ at 

the inner boundary approaches infinity, Eqn. 8, but for 

approximate cloaking the value of ε9/εB at the inner layer 

is finite ( 53 for c=R�/20 and 80 for c=R�/40), Eqns. 7, 8, 
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18, as shown in Fig. 16. For ideal cloak (c = 0), µ� is zero at 

the inner boundary, Eqn. 9, but for approximate cloaking the 

value of the relative permeability (µ�/µB) is finite (0.18 for 

c=R�/20 and 0.14 for c=R�/40). 

 

Fig. 16. Relative permittivities��,� in the layers for the multilayered 

isotropic structure 

5. Conclusion 

In this work, the scattering from approximately cloaked 

conducting and dielectric cylinders is studied for both TEz 

and TMz polarizations using multilayer cloak of isotropic 

homogenous layers. The anisotropic transverse components 

of  ε (µ� for TEz (TMz) case are replaced by two isotropic 

layers, together with the single component of µ (ε�. The 

solution is obtained iteratively for the angular modes 

amplitudes in the layers. The effect of approximate cloaking 

on removing the singular values of ε, µ components at the 

inner cloak radius shows that the components εφ, µ
φ
 vary 

as 
$'�$%&,�,�$%&$'� , while the components ερ, µ

ρ
 vary as 

,�$%&$'�$'�$%&,�, 
and the components ε� , µ�  vary as 

,�$%&,�$'�$%&$'� . The 

scattering from the layered cloak shows high endfire 

scattering. The use of approximate cloaking leads to 

reduction of scattering compared with the uncoated 

conducting cylinder, particularly for TEz polarization at low 

frequencies. The scattering from a cloaked dielectric 

cylinder at certain angles may be higher than the scattering 

from uncloaked cylinder at these angles where the scattering 

drops considerably. The back scattering versus frequency 

decreases on the average as the cloaking radius c decreases. 

The behavior of the back scattering versus frequency for 

cloaked dielectric cylinder shows resonance behavior, with 

the number of resonances increasing as ε�  increases. At 

high frequencies it decreases with decreasing c, whereas at 

low frequencies the reduction of scattering is much less, and 

even exceeds the scattering from uncloaked cylinder at a 

range of frequencies.  
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